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Wolf Populations 
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Job No.: 14.6R Job Title: Characteristics of Wolf Den 
Sites 

Job No.: 14.7R Job Title: Radio Telemetry of Wolves 
in Northern Alaska 

Period Covered: July 1, 1971 to December 31, 1972 

SUMMARY 

Estimates of wolf population density were made in the northcentral 
Brooks Range in the spring and fall of 1971 and in the fall of 1972. Our 
data suggest that density increased from 1 wolf/124 miles2 in the spring 
of 1971 to 1 wolf/80 miles2 in the fall of 1971. In the fall of 1972 
density was estimated at 1 wolf/65 miles2. This density falls in the 
mid-range of wolf densities reported elsewhere in North America (Mech, 
1970). 

Data obtained during a helicopter reconnaissance in the spring and 
fall of 1972 suggested that a minimum of 15 active dens were located in 
an area of 30,000 miles 2 • Assuming that the average spacing of known 
dens (25 miles apart) held for the entire area, a maximum of 35 active 
dens (1 active den per 857 miles2) could have been present in the area. 

Observations in Southcentral Alaska indicate that the wolf popula
tion in the Nelchina Basin has undergone a significant reduction from 
its 1971 numbers. 

The average weight of six 5-month-old pups taken in the fall of 1971 
(from two litters) was 51.2 pounds compared to 61.4 pounds for nine pups 
taken in the fall of 1972 (from four litters). The pups from the 1972 
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litters were taken from two weeks to one month earlier than those in 
1971, yet showed markedly greater deposits of subcutaneous and visceral 
fat. This suggests that there was a greater availability of prey during 
the summer and fall of 1972 than there was the previous year. 

Resightings of tagged wolves, the 1971-72 hunter take of wolves 
around Anaktuvuk Pass, summer wolf observations, behavioral and morpholo
gical characteristics of wolves used by the Nanamuit Eskimo in ascertain
ing the sex and age of free-roaming wolves, and studies of wolf blood 
serum are discussed, 

Results of studies on the ungulate prey of wolves in Southcentral 
Alaska during this period indicate that, at least during a severe winter, 
prey species are taken in proportion to the sex and age composition of 
that population, with the exception of young of the year. There appeared 
to be no difference between the nutritional well-being of adult moose 
killed by wolves and those killed by accident or illegally. 

Criteria are provided by which it is usually possible to determine 
whether or not a prey animal was killed by wolves. Miscellaneous obser
vations of wolf feeding habits are also presented. 
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BACKGROUND 

The background for wolf (Cawis lupus) studies in Alaska has been 
discussed extensively in previous reports (cf: Rausch, 1966, 1967, 1969; 
Stephenson and Johnson, 1972) and will not be repeated here. The wolf 
is, by v:Lrtue of its intelligence, mobility, and low population density, 
one of the most difficult large mammals to study using classical methods. 

itative data reflecting the long-term interrelationships between 
wolves and their ungulate prey, and the precise mechanisms through which 
wolf populations adjust to prey availability are only now being gathered, 

some time before we can understand the natural 
which wolf populations are controlled, and the effects 

that have on wolf population dynamics. 

Indications of a very low population of wolves on the North SloTJe 
in 70 ed the initiation of ion monitoring and other studies 
of woives in this area. Since that time the population has increased to 
"'" moderate level (about l wolf per 90 square miles) and in the next year 

asis in studies will be shifted to the Interior. 

and it will be 
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of the wolf possessed the Nunamiu t Eskimo es 
an \-vealth of detatled ir1forma.t:Lon. or1 t~his apeci.es, an.d 
efforts to rec.over more of this inforn1at:i.on and to e Nunarnlut 
as aides in future field invest ions will be continued. 

Pr asis of v.1olf studles in thcentra.1 A.lasl<a h_a.s been 
directed toz,,,;ard wolf·--prey relationsh 

OBJECTIVES 

To asBess v1olf tion levels and determir1e t11e characteristics 
of ted wolf ions in Arctic and Southcentral Alaska. 

-· the and s ur.mner 

in Arctic Southcentral Alaska. 
To de errnin.e the food habits of \</!OJ.. ves 

To determine thf~ ical condition and cha:racteris ic.s of ate 
prey taken wolves in Arctic and Southcentral Alaska o 

To axacterize the of wolf den site.s in .i\rct:ic and Soutl1~ 
central AJ.as ka" 

PROCEDURES 

The ectives of '.'70rk in the Arctic have bcoen modified somewhat 
t11E: past year~ The specific effort to ch.aracterize den sites 

has been discontinued (as an isolated obje.ct due the number 
of dens visited in 1970 ( enson and Johnson 1972)" These dens, as 
related in the 1972 report were located 1~ur1amtu t Es k:t111os no\/J 
in l\.11.a.ktuvuk Pass~ 

In of that work, and to Anaktuvuk, 
it that the Nunamiut circurristances, 
had and of t11e \volf" This led 
to a vJolves in 
order to learn their This under was 

or objective involved on-· the··· 
t in the 
to locate. acti·ve of wolf kills were 

exam:l.ned and LU:tle further progress has been made in that of t11 e 
s 

and aerial enumeration 
of area i::1rour1d Anal,ctu:v11k Pass were -rna.de in 
arid fa11 and are :in.eluded in tl1is Carcasses of wolves t 

by l'fnr'tan1i·ut ·were collected arid into the sex 
and age c:ompositi.on of the wolf food l1ab:tts :Ln.forrnation 9 

inea~su:rerren. tud:tes of sexual and rneasurements of 
nutritional tatus. 

http:c:ompositi.on
http:inforn1at:i.on
http:apeci.es


Seasonal estimates of the wolf population in the of A.naktuvuk 
Pass were made using track and wolf made by Stephenson and about 
1) Nunamiut hunters during travels with snovml<Whi.nes. Wolf si 
madl~ by reli.ab le pilots were also used. 

l:n the Ap of 1972 known de.n sites wc~re checked hel ter 
for activ:l and attempts were made to locate newly occupied sites, This 
was done between 9 and 12 :tvlay, a period about one week earlier than 
desired since parturition usually occurs after 15 at this latitude. 
Hot·rnver, wolves, and pregnant females, often visit prospective 
dens late April and tend to remain progressively closer to the chosen 
den as urition nears, Thus it is possible to obtain some idea of 
whether the den will be used by observing tracks, fresh diggings, and/or 
wolves. 

the effort to locate natal dens, ground-based observations 
near Anaktuvuk were begun, The objectives of this work were to obtain 

observations of undisturbed wolves during the summer denning 
, and provide a common basis of observed wolf behavioral 

phenomena, viewed both by an experienced Nunamiut hunter and by a trained 
biolo t and thus further our understanding of the behavioral and 
environmental parameters used by the Nunamiut hunter to evaluate and 

ct the activities of wolves. The approach consisted simply of 
ing to find a wolf den with the method used by the Nunamiut during 

tb.e wolf bounty years~ observing the activities of wolves at the den, 
and the commentary of the Nunamiut regarding the behavioral 
events observed. One Nunamiut, Bob Ahgook, worked full time in this 
effort and another, Justis Mekiana, helped for a of one week. 
For most of this work a base camp was transported with a Coot ATV and 
established at an elevation a few hundred feet above floors at 

providing the best posslble field of view. S ting scopes and 
Lnoculars were used to locate and observe wolves. Observations we.re 

recorded with a cassette recorder and later transcribed, This aspect of 
work on 22 May and continued until 13 July. 

In the latter part of the summer Stephenson participated in an 
release of laboratory-reared wolves at Umiat. The wolves 

were released on 11 August after being transported from Barrow in a DC--3 
aircraft, The release site was on the south bank of the Colville River 
opposite:• Umiat Mountain, which was used as a vantage point for observa-· 
tions the ten days following the release, 'Ihe results of this 

published, 

'fhe months of ember, October and the first half of November, 
1972 were spent in the village of Anaktuvuk autopsying the carcasses of 

by the Nunamiut, obtaining wolf blood samples, accompany-
on their t ines to study t and obtain-

data on the occupancy of wolf dens and anecdotal information 
cliverse aspects of wolf ecology based on Nunamiut experience. 

An estimate of wolf population dens for this is included in 
this :report. 
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Certntn Nur1H1niut hun,ters ha;\7e o·t,":ru. a rE::rnarkable ability to ascertaln 
the ex and to estimate the age of wolves observed at considerable 
dts ta:nc~~ > us correlated bel~~av·iora1 characteristics 
as indicators,, of tl1is sor in future studies 
of wolves" 

Other as of the Nunamiut hunters' and g criteria 
are t Most of th.ese are di.fficul to describe ir1 
exact terms and are set down here as tentative conclusions. 

One as of se~Kual cl ~ th.at of sku11 1:1as been part 
elucidated J 1coeur (1959), ~who found i-r1 39 skulls that 
the skulls of male wolves averaged L, linear dimension 
than. the skulls of fe·ma.IJ::s ~ 

difference, in skull mo g-y st A. 
Rausch, AlB.ska of Fish and Game, in the 
late 1960 WfLS initiated. Mr. Sverre Pedersen, "" student in w:U.dlife 
management at the Univers of Alaska, is in the process of so the 

4000 skulls~ of which 1861 have et data includ
cementum in canine teeth (K.levezal and 

Initial the skulls of 200 U'UTnbe1·s 
of each sex and agE: class) and 50 pups will be measured. !1e.as u rements 
of total , width at ic 
width, ::Lnterorbital t the 
size of each basis for skulls. 

The used to locate wolf kills in Alaska was 
the same as was used a.nd 
Basi r:Lve.J~ syste1ns at 
Ln f for kills di:ce 
a. fresh '~101.f traiI. crnd a kill site was located. Kill 
sites were then visited if If fixed
wing aircraft could nae land kills \rJere visited as soon. as 
possible w·:Lth snowmachine rfhe latter rnetl1od to be 

useful. 

bones, ,~vere collected frcnn sk.e1etal rentai11s 
to n1easure 11u.tritiona1 of tl1e ar1:Lmal:;. the 
described determ:Lr1ations of prey ~~\rere based on. 
exarn:tnatto-n of 

Whenever e:Kaxni11ed in. an attero.pt 
to of death.(; Trac.1<s at the sce·Ge of tt1e k~i11 v;ere 
noted and the temains of the prey were examined., hair remained, 
moose calves could be differentiated from adults on the 
basis of tt1ei. fuzzy grey hatr., 

F IN~O Il>TGS STUDIE 

1fhe ion on -cne t lo\~ in 
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1969--70, caused by substantial aerial hunting, both legal and illegal. 
Thus data gathered the of 1971 are meager. Nonduplicated 
.s i of wolves are summarized in Table 1, and the following con
s tt tutes a brief review of observations and inent commen 
ObservRtions are numbered as in Table 1. 

1. A of three wolves was seen in March southwest of 
Anaktuvuk Pass in Ekiakpuk River One, a dark gray female 
weighing 90 , was trapped on 8 March and appeared to be in excellent 
condition. Her left upper canine was broken; only 1/2 inch protruded 
from the gum. The uterus indicated she was in oestrus and exhibited 
fiv"~ tal scars. The remaining two wolves of this pack were observed 
on 13 March sleeping at the 4000 foot level on a mountain north of Masu 
Creek. remained at this spot, resting, from 1:00 p.m. until 4:30 
p. rn. at which time rose and left. On 29 March they were observed 
as a 5000 foot peak north of Ekiakpuk. One animal was black and 
the other very dark gray. The second animal limped not and 
examination of tracks revealed that its left hind foot had been lost, 
presumably in a trap. 

2. Two i:,,:rolves, a white male and a gray female, were sighted 20 
m:tles northwest of Anaktuvuk at the headwaters of Tiglupuk Creek at 7 :00 
p.m. on 20 March. Tne female was shot by a local hunter the following 
day; 21 hours later and 20 air miles north of the first observation. 
Tids white male has frequented the area northwest of Anaktuvuk Pass since 
the of 1968 according to the Nunamiut, who have been able to 

him because of his distinctive pelage and evasive behavior. He 
was observed in April, 1968 with an adult female and five pups of 
the year, near Natvakruak Lake. Four and possibly all of these 
pups were taken by Nunamiut that winter. In September, 1968 three pups 
were observed in the company of the white male and two of these, one 
gray and one almost white, were killed later that year. An adult female, 

t to be the mate of the white male, was also taken in the fall of 
1968. the winter of 1968-69 and summer and fall of 1969 the white 
male was seen alone on several occasions. In the sp of 1970 he was 
se<.-on with a gray female which was killed by a hunter who stated that it 
contained six fetuses. Then in March, 1971 another female was killed as 
related above. I examtned this animal and found her to be pregnant 
(indicated by the color and tightness of her uterus) al though the embryos 
were not as yet macroscopic. Her uterus also showed 10 placental scars 
from the year, indicating that she had bred, The apparent fact 
that a different gray female had mated with the white male in 1970 
suggests that the female killed in 1971 associated with a wolf or wolves 
other than the white male in the previous year. 

3. A of five wolves was observed at Chandler Lake on 23 March, 
1971 and tracks observed at a later date indicated that as many as eight 
animals may have comprised this pack, which also frequented the Okokmilaga 

to the west of Chandler Lake. 

L1:_. P:~lso ort 23 March the fresh track..s of two wol~ves 'Were seen 
irnmediat north of Anaktuvuk Pass. 
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Table l, Summarv of ed s ings of wolves in , 1971, 
around Anaktuvuk Pass, Observation numbers coincide with des 

within 3600 sauare mile 
ion of observations 

area 
in text. 

Obs. 
No, Date Location 

Total 
Number Black Grav White Pups Adults Remarks 

L 9 March Ekiakpuk R. 3 2 l 0 3 

2, 20 March Tiglupuk Ck. 2 1 1 0 2 

3, 23 March Chandler L 8 2 3 Only five observedo 

4' 23 March Anaktuvuk 
Pass 2 Tracks 

er\ 

5. 23 March Inukpasugruk 
Creek 1 1 

6" 23 March Publituk Cr. 7 Tracks 

7. 25 North Fork 
Koyukuk R. 6 Tracks onlv. 

8. 25 March Sagwon Lr 4 0 

9' 25 March Chandler R, 3 0 3 0 

10. 25 March Chandler R, 3 0 3 0 

Totals 
Pack Size for 

Anaktuvuk Pass area 
(exclud obs .. 9 
and 10) 

" .) 

')q
/.,., J 

4.0 

5 

5 

15 

5 

·1,_ 

l 

Dens 1 wolf per 
124 square rniles 
average oack size 
of 4. 



5. A single black wolf was seen on three occasions; on 21 March 
south of the Anaktuvuk R:Lver, on 23 March at the mouth of ugruk 
Creek, and on 18 May near Anivik Creek. 

6. The tracks of a pack of seven wolves were observed at Publituk 
Creek on 23 March. 

7. The tracks of a pack of six wolves were observed on 25 March 
along Ernie Creek at the head of the North Fork of the Koyukuk River. 

8. On 25 March, 19 71 during aerial reconnaissance of the Sagavanirktok 
and Chandler river areas, 10 wolves were seen. Four of these, all gray, 
were observed at 8:00 a.m. 1 mile south of Sagwon, When first sighted 
the four wolves were scattered around a cow and calf moose. Judging 
from the area of trampled" snow around the moose they had been under 
s for one--half hour or more, but neither moose showed any sign of 
b ured. Ten minutes later we returned to find that the wolves 
had left and the moose had moved off a short distance, 

9, £~ 10. Two groups of three wolves each were sighted on the lower 
Chandler R:Lver on 25 March. All were gray. 

The data gathered during spring ground reconnaissance in the 3600 
square mile area around Anaktuvuk Pass indicate that about 29 wolves 
(excludes observation numbers 8, 9 and 10) inhabited the area with an 
average pack size of four. The gray:black ratio from these limited data 
was 100 30. The density suggested by these figures is l 
wolf per 124 square miles. 

sightings of wolves in the northcentral Brooks Range 
the fall of 1971 are summarized in Table 2. To avoid confusion 

the numb of observation.s has been continued from Table 1. These 
data suggested an increase in wolf numbers since the spring of 1971, 
probably the result of normal production of young. A brief review of 
observations with pertinent commentary follows. 

lL On 17 October, eight wolves were seen by a Nunamiut hunter as 
rested at the base of a mountain between the Ekiakpuk and John rivers. 

The hunter, Jack Ahgook howled three times from a distance of 2 miles 
and the wolve.s got up and headed toward him in single file, coming to 
within l mile before the hunt was spoiled by a low-flying aircraft. 
Mr. Ahgook stated two of the wolves were adults; one being a large black 
and the other a dark gray animal. He felt the remaining six were pups 
(3 gray, 3 On 18 October I saw this same pack of wolves 12 miles 
west on the Ekiakpuk River but only seven were observed, one black animal 

rrdss Th:ts same was seen on l November near the headwaters 
of Kollu.tarak Creek, 10 air miles north of the previous sightings. The 
Nunamiut who made this sighting stalked to within about 300 yards of the 
wolves, which were res , before being dis covered by what he said was 
the adult female in the group, a dark gray wolf exhibiting a pronounced 

her left hind leg. He stated that the other adult in 
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Table 2. Summarv of icated s of wolves in fall, 1971, northcentral Brooks 
Observation numbers coincide with descriutions of observations in text. 

Range. 

Obs. 
No. Date Location 

Total 
Nurnber Black Grav White Puns Adults Remarks 

11. 17 October Ekiakpuk R, 8 L1 !+ 0 6 2 

12. 12 September Anaktuvuk R. 7 1 2 4 4 3 

1 .-,
~_). 20 October Gunsight Mt. 

John R, 11 5 6 0 

14. 20 October Hunt Fork 10 Tracks only. 

00 

15. 

16. 

18 

25 

October 

October 

Ernie Ck, 
North Fork 

Graylime Ck, 
Anaktuvuk R. 

3 

6 

0 

0 

3 

6 

0 

0 

3 0 

17. 25 October Galbraith L, 9 

18. 25 October 30 ML s. 
of Sagwon 5 0 5 0 

19. 25 October 5 ML E. 
of Sagwon J_Lf 

20. 9 October Kanayut R, 
Anaktuvuk R. 3 0 3 0 

21. 14 October Okokmilaga R. 7 4 3 0 

22' 14 October Colville R, 8 0 8 0 

2'.L r 
0 November Suluak Ck, 6 0 0 



Tab 1 e 2 , (cont 1 d , ) 

Date Location 
Total 
Number Black Grav White Pups Adults Remarks 

241r, 6 November Okokmilaga R. 5 5 0 0 5? 

25. 6 November Inukpasugruk 
River 2 2 0 0 

26. 31 October Anaktuvuk R. 6 Tracks only. 

Totals 104 21 46 4 

Average Pack Size 6.5 



th:ls was a black male. His des ion fits the 
two wolves observed valley on 29 March, above) . 
It appears that this "th n female bred and success raised 
slx in 197L She bred as well but I was not able to deter
mJne how many pups she had, other than one wh:lch was see.n :i.n 
The Nunamiut know of one other instance in which a 
female had successfully reared pups, 

A den that had been cleaned out, apparently in readiness for 
tion, was discovered on 17 May, 1971 in the Kollutarak and 

tracks of two wolves were seen in the A fi::~w the 
discovery of the den two Nunam:!.ut hunters reported that two ·wolves had 
howled and barked at them for more than a.n hour as traveled on the 
river tee The wolves were high on a mountain mile north of 
the den site and the Nunaroiut stated that the presence of humans in the 

of the pros ive den had been the cause of th.e zmd 
b The den was not used, perhaps because of human interference. 
In view of the observations noted above another den was ab used" 

12, Also in 1971, an active den was prohab present somewhere 
near the headwaters of the Anaktuvuk River, since two adults and at 
lear:;t five pups were seen on three occasions in t and ember at 
a rendezvous site in the Anaktuvuk River north of :Rumbling 
Mountain, This group consisted of at least seven wolves four 

white animals (one of which was an adult , at least one 
black wolf, and two gray wolves (one of which was an adult f 

October in both the Anaktuvuk and 
The area of the den lies from 20 to 30 miles east 

of Kol1utarak Creek where the previously mentioned pack was thought to 
have denned. 

13, A wolves (5 black, 6 was seen on 20 October 
Ht a earjbou. tarandus) kill on the John River at Guns 
"Mountain, 70 m:Ues south of Anaktuvuk, 

acks observed during the same of time showed that a 
about ten frequented the Hunt Fork area between 

the River and Gunsight Mountain, 

15,, On 18 October 9 three gray wolves, all pups 9 ~,1ere seen tV'est of 
Ernie Creek on the North Fork of the River. 

16, A week later a pack of six gray wolves was seen 20 miles north 
of the abo-ve location:: on the Anaktuvuk River, These two s t 

very of vwlves to the same 

17 ft On 25 Octobe nine wolves \Ajere seer1 l mile I1.orth of Galbraith 
Lake, a caribou carcass. The observer, a t noticed only 
that were gray. 

18. On the same five gray wolves were seen 30 miles south of 
Sagwon. 
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19. Also on the same day 14 wolves vJ'ere seen 5 miles east of Sagwon. 

20. On the northern and western portion of the study area three 
gray wolves were seen on 9 October at the confluence of the Anaktuvuk 
and Kanayut rivers. 

21, On 14 October seven wolves (4 black, 3 gray) were seen at the 
mouth of the Okomilaga River. 

2.2. On the same day, one-half hour later, eight gray wolves were 
seen at a moose kill on the Colville River about 25 miles from the group 
of seven. 

2J. On 6 November six gray wolves were seen on Suluak Creek in the 
K:Ulik , near the remains of a caribou, 

24, F:lve black wolves were sighted on the Okokmilaga River 12. miles 
northeast of the six grays. The black wolves were judged to be pups. 

')t" 
"":_) ' On 6 November two black wolves were seen in the Inukpusugruk 

R:i.ver val about three miles southeast of Anaktuvuk Pass, 

26. The tracks of six wolves were seen on 31 October, 5 miles north 
of Anaktuvuk and indicating that these wolves had come from the north. 
Three of them, all pups, were trapped by a Nunamiut within two days. 

The are.a north of the mountains and west of the Anaktuvuk River was 
not covered by aerial or ground reconnaissance during the fall of 1971. 
It is probable that the large white male wolf that has frequented this 
area Ed.nee at least 1968 was still there since he was seen during the 
summer of 1971 and in 1972 on several occasions. Also, the Chandler 
Lake area was not covered. For the purpose of population estimation I 
have that six wolves were present in this area. 

The e sighti.ngs of wolves within the 3600 square mi.le 
an;a total animals (includes observation numbers 11, 12, 14, 16 and 

of 8, 7? 10, 6 1 6 and 2 wolves, respectively). The six wolves assumed 
to be in the area not covered brings the total to 45, suggest a 
dens of 1 wolf per 80 square miles. 

The average pack size for the 16 sightings listed in Table 2 is 6.5 
(104 wolves total; duplicate sightings excluded). These data suggest a 
gray :black ratio of 100 :40 (white wolves included with grays). 

The densi of 1 wolf per 80 square miles is roughly 50 percent 
greater than the density of 1 wolf per 124 square miles estimated for 
the of 1971. Average pack size showed a slightly greater relative 
:increase over the same period. Certain variables, however, rnake the 
s tr:lct of average pack size from spring data with that of 
fall data difficult. Pack cohesiveness is likely to be less in spring 
due to activity and because pups are older and probably have a 
greater tendency to spend time away from adults in the pack. Another 
factor tending to decrease average "pack" size during spring is natural 
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winter mortali to both pups and adults, In the Df Anaktuvuk 
and increase the dis 1 

of s fall average size.s. Seasonal movements discussed 
below could also have an an.t affect b.otl1 tion estimates 
and average sizes. 

A 50 percent :l.nc:rease :1.n nuTitb(~rs within the 
annual :iYte of v.101 Raus , 196 

71--72 harvest 1.r.t the area 
suggest that at least 50 ion. t,vas pups, 
again a to .5-0 

36 
wo1ve.s 9 :Lnclu.d 19 pups, six adults and ei 

an:Lmals , 21 
year and. younger than one year, much more 
liable thar1 are old~~r anin1als e. of 

e 
t~1 the 

~vere 

leas than one year cf pups is 
charac.ter:i.s ti.c (Rausch, 1967; 

70 " 

The 19 72 ha:rves t included seven f e:males rn.a1es ( a..11 
adults (n""6 were males) and 10 for which e:z: ·was n.ot recorded .. 

of wolves it1 t1:-1e north,cen.traJ Brooks 
l of 1972 are surmnarized in~ Table 3,, T1:1e of 

has been continued from Table '.L 

?7 
,.., f ' On 7 t four gray pups were si ed north f the .c\.n.aktuvuk 

2 s:Lx pups te and one gray, were seen 2 
At , and aps 

both, were in. the area 
for seve,ra1 

29. 
xni1es 

At least gray) 
were seen 

30 
the s ·s;?aS' 15 
four observed on 10 October the Kollutara.1( Riv·er, one 
b th.f! female observed of 19 2 t a den the 

12. 



--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Table 3, of of wolves in fall, 1972, northcentral Brooks 
Observation numbers coincide with of observations in text. 

Obs. 	 Total 
No. Date Location Number Black Gray v.Thite Adu1 ts 	 Remarks 
--··----·-----·----"<____________________.,_______________________-··--·------ 

27. 	 7 August Anaktuvuk R, 4 4 4 


28. 	 2 Septembe.r Anaktuvuk R. 6 1 5 Two miles from obs. 
no. 27. 

29. 	 c. 5 Tiglupuk Ck. 8 4 4 6 2 

September 


30. 	 lO October Kollutyak R. 4 l 1 4 


I-' 
w 31. 11 September 	 Anaktuvuk 


Pass 8 8 


32. 	 17 September Anivi.k Ck. 1 1 1 


33. 	 21 September Inukpasugruk 

Creek l l l 


34. 	 6 October Makuktuk L. 8 8 6 2 


35. 	 17 October Chandler L 6 6 6 


36. 	 30 October Publituk Ck. 9 5 4 5 4 


37. 	 27 August May Creek 6 6 5? 1? 

38. 1 November 	 Okokmilaga R. 8 4 4 


Totals 69 15 47 5 32 15 




Table 3. (cont 1 d.) 

Average pack size observations 32 and 33 = 6.5 

:black ratio "' 100 :30 


55 wolves obs. in 3600 square mile area 


1/65 square miles 




Kollutarak Valley. 

31. A of gray wolves was seen on 11 September 2 miles 
northeast of the village. The Nunamiut who observed these wolves could 
not d:Ls pups from older animals due to and poor light. 

32. On 17 September two Nunam:Lut watched a black wolf " and 
pursue four caribou at Anivik, 6 miles north of Anaktuvuk. T'ne caribou 
es after a chase of 1 2 miles through snow 2 to 3 feet deev. 

33. An adult male gray wolf was shot on 21 September, 3 miles east 
of Anaktuvuk r,fhile it was chas a cow caribou. 

3Lf. A pack of eight gray ·wolves was seen on 6 October at Hakuktuk 
Lake 16 miles north of Anaktuvuk. A Nunamiut killed four of them, all 
of which were pups. 

35. On 17 October six wolves were seen on the wes side of Chandler 
Lake, Two Nunamiut killed four, all pups, and stated that the remaining 
two were pups as w·ell and that the adults were ab away ing. 

36, On 30 October three Nunamiut, Stephenson and Richard Bishop 
watched five black and four gray wolves at Publituk, on the east 

side of the John River 25 miles south of Anaktuvuk Pass, On the basis 
of size and behavior, five were judged to be pups of the year, the 
remaining four be:i.ng juveniles and/or adults. Three pups were black and 
two were gray; of the adults two were black and two were gray" 

Sightings outside the 3600 square mile study area included the 
fallowing 

3 7" On 27 August, at the headwaters of May Creek 60 miles northeast 
of Anaktuvuk, Bob LeResche (ADF&C:) and S observed six 
t wolves. One, probably an adult, was seen 1 2 miles 
southwest of the others, w::l.thin 300 of ftve bull caribou. When 
f r8 t >H~en the was locat,~d :in some willows a small creek down-
wi.nd from the caribou, i.ndicating that it had been hunt:i.ng the 
carfbou when disturbed, The other five wolves were si near a small 

ch of willow growth s some small of water on otherwise 
dry tussock tundra. All five were pups, judging their size, pelage, 
and behavior. It seems probable that they had been left at a temporary 
rendezvous site while the adults were hunting. 

On 1 November a pack of t wolves 5 four black and four grav, 
ivere seen in the Okokmilaga V 

e icated s of wolves within the 3600 square mile 
area around Anaktuvuk Pass (excludes observation numbers 37 and 38) total 
55, suggest a minimum densi of 1 wolf per 65 square miles. The 
average size for 10 sigh of wolves in groups of two or more 

excludes observation numbers 32 and 33 of one wolf) was 6.5. The gray: 
black ratio for the 69 wolves observed was 100:30. estimates 
and other data are summarized in Table 4, 
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Table 4. Summary of wolf densities estimated for the northcentral Brooks Range, 1971 and 1972. 

·---·-·------------------~-----------------·--------------

Average 
Season and No. Wolves Area Density in sq. mi. Pack Gray :black 

Year Enumerated (sq. mi.) per wolf Size Ratio 

--·~---~----------·-------- 
Spring, 1971 29 3,600 1 wolf/121+ sq, mi. 	 4.0 100 :30 

I-"' Fall, 1971 	 45 3,600 1 wolf/80 sq.~ mi. 6.5 100:40
°' 

Fall, 1972 315 30,000 1 wolf/95 sq. mi. 	 Estimated from the 
occurrence of active 
dens. 

Fall, 1972 55 3,600 1 wolf/65 sq. mi. 	 6.5 100: 30 



Circumstances a 1972 estimate 
comnarable to those seasons. As mentioned earlier, 
however, a check of was carried out w::Lth. a helicopter in May. 
During this time seven dens that showed of use or were 
already being used were located. 0£ these seven dens, later checks of 
five indicated that they were used as natal dens. A visit to one of the 
remaining two in late Ausugt revealed that the den had been used at most 
only briefly prior to weaning, although an abundance of fresh tracks and 
diggings were observed from the air on 5 May. I was not able to determine 
the extent of activity at one of the seven dens. 

In addition to the seven dens located, the locations of 
eight other potential active dens ·were deduced from the occurrence and 
behavior of adult wolves prior to and the denning season, and 
from the occurrence of packs including pups in reported 

var::tous reliable observers and from my own the summer 
and fall. 

The area in which these dens from the head
waters of the Alatna River in the of the Sagavanirktok 
River 1n the east, and from Guns Mountain (Chandler on the 
north to W:i.. seman in the south. There is very l:ittle information in the 
literature on wolves regarding the minimum and average distances between 
wolf In the information gathered from the Nunamiut Eskimos on the 
occurrence of active dens over the past 30 year in the northcentral 
Brooks Range (Stephenson and Johnson, 197 2) the shortest air mile distance 
between dens was 14 miles. There were a few instances of active dens 
b located 20 air miles apart and in the majority of cases distances 
were 25 more miles. These data suggest an average minimum distance of 

25 air miles between active dens, and observations during the 
past two years support thls figure, Allowing 25 miles the dens 
furthest north, south, east and west, a rectangle 30,000 square miles in 
area (150 x 200 miles) encompasses known dens. At a minimum there were 
15 active dens in this area. Assuming that dens were dis uted 
at mile intervals :i.n the area there would have been a maximum of 35 
active dens or roughly 1 den per 857 square miles. 

e mean litter size for 43 litters observed in June and July, 
primari the Nunamiut, in the no:rthcentral Brooks was 5.3 (Stephenson 
;;1nd Johnso11, 1972).. )"rhe fal.l observations summarized in Tables 2 and 3 
include nine s of pups 46 (grouvs cf 6~ 3~ 5 4~ 6, 6, 
6, 5 and for an average of 5,0, 

T'h£::. nur11ber of adults cbsex..,v·ed at der1s and ·with 
in this area, with from one to being seen at any 

given time, For t11e purposes of t"his 7 I will assurne that fo-c1r 
adults (1.r1cludes ) were associated with each den, As 

.,: ,that average of ,_ive pups in each litter survived until ear 
and t11at a:n a·verage of four adults was associated 1:<rit~h ea.c:.1-1 of tt1e 35 
active dens, a total fall population of 315 wolves is indicated for the 
30 square mile area. This is ent to 1 wolf per 95 square 
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miles, a lower density than that estimated from fall observations in the 
area around Ai1aktuvuk. 

The data surnmari.zed in Table L, suggest that the number of wolves in 
the 3600 square mile area around Anaktuvuk Pass tely doubled 
during a one and one-half year period, from spring 19 71 to fall 19 72. 
The initial population was very low for the area to residents; 
the estimated densi falls at the end of the range of densities 
reported elsewhere in North America while the estimated for the 
fall of 19 72 falls at mid-range, 

The fact that the hypothet:lcal density estimated from the occurrence 
of active dens is lower than that derived from sight of wolves made 
in either 1971 or 1972 might suggest that the former estimate was too 
low and that there were actually more than 35 active dens in the 30,000 
square mile area. Alternatively, it could mean that the estimates based 
on sight around Anaktuvuk Pass are too high. Because the sightings 
were made over a period of about two months and because the boundaries 
of the 3600 square mile study area are arbitrary (that is, they do not 
conform to any natural boundaries to wolf movements or territories), I 
consider the latter possibili to be the most 

The gray:black ratios given in Table 4 support the prevailing notion 
that the proport:lon of gray animals generallv is higher on the North 
Slope than in more southerly areas of Alaska. Johnson ( en.son and 
Johnson, 1972) reported that the gray:black ratio in the Nelchina Basin 
in 1971 was 100 :87 (n=232). Rausch and Winters (19 ) reported gray: 
black ratios of 100:225, 100:100, and 100:61 in the years l, 1962 and 
1963, respectively, in the Nelchina Basin and Rausch (1966) reported a 
gray:black ratio of 100:133 in 1965 in this same area. 

For several reasons I doubt that the ion estimates in Table !+ 

are representative of the North in but rather are h 
than wolf densities further north. As a rule~ the northern mountains 
and foothills of the Brooks Range offer substantially food 
resources in winter than does the coastal ain, and though wolves occur 
over the entire area, sightings are notably rare in the more northern 
areas. The winter distribution of wobres on the coastal plain is almost 
certainly the occurrence of over"-ivinterir1g caribou -v1hich is 
sporadic, with large areas being devoid of ungulate prey for months at a 
time. Moose are rarelv found on the coast.al plain. the winter 
of 1969-70 roughly 200 caribou wintered near Beechey Point (Gavin, pers. 
comm.) and on two occasions a pack of wolves was sighted in thts area. 
On 12 November, 1969 biologis Jack Lentfer saw nine wolves 
( 7 gray, 2 on Leavitt Island which lies 4 miles offshore near the 
Colville River Delta. On 2 May, 1970 British Petroleum employee 
Gavin observed wolves (6 gray, 2 black) at PcinL 13 miles 
east of Leav:Ltt Island, feeding on a ed caribou. This was 
very the seen earlier by Lentfer and suggests that this pack 
wintered along the coast because of the availability of caribou, 
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Several Nunamiut hunters have stated that a southward movement of 
tion occurs in winter. In former years these hunters 

over rrmch of the North Slope and have considerable basis for mak
ing t.his statement. Wolves den on the coastal plain but ective 
information obtained from old, experienced Eskimos in both Barrow and 
Anaktuvuk indicates that dens are much rarer than in the more southerly, 
moun.tainous areas. It seems reasonable to expect that the 
lower availabili of prey on the coastal winter causes a 
southward wolves, with a few in the vicinity 

The Nunamiut state wolf numbers are 
rel.at in winter than during summer in the mountains, and 
since are often familiar with local individuals notice an 
Influx of wolves with which they are not familiar. The data from the 
Anaktuvuk Pass area could probab be considered at t 

representative of the northern Brooks Range but lower dens:Uit~S would 
be ed in the footh::!.lls and on the coastal The Colville 
Ri.ve.r area, however, ably also supports a relat wolf 

ton because of 1ts resident moose herd. Nunamiut 
who hunted there, prior to the 194.0's, when moose first became 

numerous on the North Slope, wolves were rare in the Umiat area. 
In fact,, the Nunamiut state that wolves were rare over most of the North 
S the 1900 1 s, becoming relatively abundant only during 
the last two or three decades. 

The fact that the 1971-72 harvest of wolves (36) by Anaktuvuk. 
residents is nearly equal to the estimated total fall ion ( Lf5) in 
the area where occurred is an indication of the :i.nstab of 
wi.nter home range among wolves in this area. The movement of wolves 
over the course of the winter is such that many wolves in addition to 
chose at the end of b season pass the area. 
Desp:He the heavy pressure exerted in th.e area 
residents of Anaktuvuk the occurrence of active dens and the number of 
wolves freq the area are comparable to acent areas with similar 
habitat. This suggests that a population of m11.ar adult 
wolvE~S, less vulnerable to human-cause.d mor than pups or " 
wolves, c.:,xists in the area. This is the Nunamiu.t have long 
recognized and it probably constitutes a fairly tant compensatory 
mechanism act to maintain the reproductive capabil of wolves in 
the areao 

stab le w:i.nter range 	 are reported for wolves at 
more 	 latitudes (cf: Mech, 1970), however, a of 10 monitored 

Burkholder 1959) in Southcentral Alaska moved across an 
100 50 miles and was still us new areas at the end 

of the The fact that the wolf ion was estimated to 
he 120 animals or roughly 1 wolf per 130 square miles (approximat one
fourth the density of 1 wolf per 3.5 square miles estimated for the same 
area seven years later (Rausch, 1969)) s that contact with other 

woul have been at a minumu.m thus the re1ati. extensive 
movement reported. 

e northern Brooks Range, wolves apparent do not :cemain :i.n a 
1:Lrn:lted area and may move substantial distances. The situation on the 
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North Slope is, to a 1 similar to that described Kelsall (L968) 
in the Northwest Territories, 'Where wolves may move 100 to 200 miles 
south of their areas winter in response to the southward 
movement of caribou. Ihe effect of t:he i.ng sc of ca:rthou 
on the North Slope in most: wlnters s, however, ened by the presence 
of moose, notab the Colville and C1umdler ve:rs ~ and Dall sheep 
(Ov1'.s dal in the mountains. 

Caribou were in the northern Brooks the 
winter of 1971-72 caused extensive movements 

wolves. The distribution of wolves in the 
(described earlier) held until midwinter, when a soa 
t\rolves occ.u.rred <; Some ca):'ibou v1intered 1-11 th of 
Hunt Fork, and it is probable that wolves in the vi 
moved south in response to prey scarci Nunamiut 
that rnost \!.;ol·ves h.ad m.011ed out :f th.e area arou.n.d l1Lru:tktu-rJu1z d 

i.n 
into the area. Food s is also suggested the fact that five 
wolves and two lo were killed in t \AJOl'ves @ 

Four of thc~ wolves, all pups eaten~ while adult 
male, was killed not eaten. wolverine was th.e trap y 

th•~ other was carr led away. 

70) d 
c.our1ts reports of the canx1:Lbalisr11 v,rolves~ There JB , however, 
no doubt that Alztskan wolves may sometlmes 
of their pack (Raus ch , 19 6 7 ~ In at :leas two 
above there was no doubt that the wolf was killed 
of the with which it was when 
tracks indicated that one group of wolves, 
approached and then left the s::Lte, One 
trapped wolves be that, 
:tridtviduals act dis tress 
s are sometimes set 
other animals. ~Ls riot ur1comrnon arnong sled occ-urs 
among wolves as we1L 

conflict among o been 

the 

River who 
wolve.s .i 0J.."J.e of th.ese rnen 

:v1as a arno·ng and that 1:.u:; foirnd t~b.e retnain.s 
of fotrr b.ad beE;n killed ve.s e :tie added 

tha the anfrnals e.d T/Jere 

of tvvo or three ;,-ib.ert were confronted and 

Nunam:tut :u:1 po ar1d th.ese v,,rtll 
els 

.19 2 a.rt aerial hun.ter fot1nd a fexnale gra)r 
beer1 s u.red 0th.er wolv·es,, Sh.e wa.s found 
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of the Kobuk River, alive but unable to walk, Tracks indicated that 
approximat seven wolves had been involved and, according to the hunter, 
tracks indicated that the conflict occurred within the pack as they were 
traveling on a waterway, I was able to examine the ski.n of this animal 
a few weeks after the incident and found several puncture. wounds around 
the neck and shoulders, The skin over much of this area was severely 
bruised, Positive determination of age was not possible but the size of 
the h:Lde and development of claws suggested that the animals was at 
least 2 years old. 

In February, 1972 another aerial hunter reported finding the remains 
of a large male wolf near Circle which had been eaten by wolves but I 
have not yet been able to obtain details of this incident, 

1he point here is to establish that fatal conflict and/or cannibalism 
is not uncommon among wolves during high populations, or when animals 
are or snared. 

ln thr:0 fall of 1971 and in 1972 the carcasses of wolves trapped 
or shot Nunam:Lut October and November were examined and routine 
data and measurements were taken. Th:i.s information :Lncluded determina
tion of sex; age; color; weight; body ; tail ; shoulder 
hetght; distance from sternum to bottom of heel pad; depth of subcutaneous 
fat on the midline of the rump, back~ sternum and the flanks; and the 
distribution of visceral fat, Pertinent a from pups are in 
Table 5, 

The average weights of the pups examined in 1971 , from two 
l:Hters) and 1972 (n=9~ from four litters) were 51.3 and 61.4 pounds, 
respect None of the six pups from the two 1971 litters showed any 
subcutaneous fat and, compared to the 19 72 pups, these animals had much 
smaller its of visceral fat. The fact that the pups examined in 
1912 may have been from two weeks to one month younger and certainly 
were not any older than those examined in 1971 yet averaged 10 pounds 
heavier indicates that prey availabiltty in the vicinity of Anaktuvuk 
was more limited in 1971 than :i.n 1972. The Nunam:i.ut hunters stated that 
the 1971 pups were unusually "skinny"; the 1972 pups were regarded by 
them as of average size, weight and condition for the area and season. 
They suggested that caribou may have been more scarce than usual during 
thE; summer of 1971 and accounted for the lean condition of the pups on 
this basis. Other factors that m:l..ght account for these differences are 
variations in availability of migrat caribou in the fall and of small 
mammals the summer, In the fall of 1971 a few hundred 
caribou ed Anaktuvuk Pass but in 19 72 :ln excess of 3 ,000 
used this pass on their southward migration, 

Microtine rodents were more abundant in 1972 than in either of the 
two summers, further suggesting generally greater prey avail 

fo 19l2. 
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Wei ts and raeasu.rernents of v..rolf pups ir1 the vie of Anaktuvuk Pass October and 
November, 19 71 and 19 72, Sib ling groups are s by double spacing. 

Ace es-
si.on 
Number Date Location 

Original 
Number 

in Pack 
Wt. 
lbs. Color Sex 

Body2 

th 
(in.) 

Tai13 

Length 
(in.) 

Sternum 
to 

Ground 
(in.) 

Shoulder Depth of 
Height Rump Fat 

(in.) (in.) 

N 
N 

61039 

61040 

61041 

61042 

l Nov. 

l Nov. 

1 Nov. 

3 Nov. 

Cache L. 

Cache L~ 

Cache L 

Fan M+· 
.l.L t_ OI 

5 

5 

5 

5 

mo. 

mo. 

mo. 

mo . 

C,8 

C.8 

C,8 

C.8 

50 

Lt4 

50 

5.3 

gy 

gy 

gy 

gy 

F 

M 

F 

F 

36.0 
s' 1. 
37.0 
s .1. 
35.0 
s .1. 
36,0 
s .l. 

14.0 

15.0 

1 ~ c;_j • _, 

16 .5 

15.0 

17.0 

15.5 

LS.O 

22.0 

24.0 

23 .o 

24.0 

0.00 

0.00 

0,00 

0.00 

61043 

610li4 

26 Oct. 

28 OcL 

Anaktuvuk 
River 
lnukpuk 
River 

5 

5 

mo. 

mo. 

C.7 

C.7 

55 

56 

wht 

wht 

F 

M 

13.5 

15.5 

15.0 

17.0 

23.0 

26.0 

0.00 

0,00 

Averages 5L3 36,0 
s.L 

14.6 15.7 23.6 0.00 

61066 

61067 

61068 

61069 

6 Oct. 

6 Oct .. 

6 Oct. 

6 Oct. 

Makuktuk 
Lake 
Makuktuk 
Lake 
Makuktuk 
Lake 
M:akuktuk 
Lake 

4. mo. 

4. mo. 

4 mo. 

!+ mo. 

C.8 

c. 8 

cs 

C.8 

66 

70 

62 

66 

gy 

gy 

gy 

gv 

M 

M 

M 

M 

42.0 

!+2 ,0 

42.0 

42.0 

c. 

C, 

c. 

c.., 

17.0 

17.0 

16.0 

17.0 

25.0 

25.5 

25.0 

26.0 

0. 12 

0,25 

0 .18 

0 .18 



Table 5. (cont'd.) 

Sternum 
Acces-	 Original Body~ 

') 
Tai1 3 to Shoulder Depth of 

sion 	 Number Wt. Length Length Ground Height Rump Fat 
1Number Date Location 	 in Pack lbs. Color Sex (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) (in.) 

61071 18 Oct. Chandler 4.5 mo. C.6 gy H 41.0 c. 16.0 23.5 0 .05 
Lake 

61072 18 Oct. C"h.andler 4.5 mo. C.6 65 gy M 42,0 c. 16.5 24.5 0 .12 
Lake 

61073 18 Oct. Chandler 4.5 mo. C.6 59 gy F 43.0 c. 16 .0 23.0 0 .18 
Lake 

61074 18 Oct. Chandler 4.5 mo. C.6 60 gy M 42.0 c. 16.0 23.0 0.05 
Lake 

61075 4 Nov. Publituk 5 mo. C.9 45 bk F 38.5 c. 15 16.0 25 .0 o.oo 
N 
Lv 

61078 9 Nov. 	 Anaktuvuk 5 mo. C.9 60 gy F 0.25 
River 

Averages 61.4 	 41.6 c. 16 .4 24.5 0 .14 

-·----·----  ·----· 
1Assuming June 1 as birth date. Actual date could be one or two weeks earlier. 

2Tip of nose to base of tail. c.=contour, s.l.=straight line. 

3A"' l . .
.i:te:r snnning. 



These data also suggest that pups in the 1972 litters were slightly 
taller and longer than pups in the 1971 litters, The difference of 10 
poundr:i in average weight is probably due in large part, howe.ver, to the 
henvl\•r fat: deposHi:; on the 1972 pups. 

The left htncl leg of one of the male pups (1!6l07L;) from Chand! i·r 
Lake had been broken perhaps two months earl:i.er. The fracture extended 
through the middle of both tibia and fibula and, al though healed, th ts 
portion of the leg was twisted and slightly crooked. As a result of 
calclmn deposition the healed area was roughly twice the diameter of the 
bone above and below it. The hunter who killed the wolf stated that it 
limped and was able to run at only about two-thirds the speed of the 
other three pups that were pursued. This pup was the only one of the 
four that retained both deciduous upper canines, suggesting that healing 
the broken leg had delayed the transitlon from deciduous to permanent 
dentition. 

On the other hand pups from the 1971 litters had shed all of their 
deciduous teeth in spite of their relatively "poorer" nutritional status 
compared to pups in the 1972 l:i.tters whlch still possessed varying 
numbers of deci.duous premolars. It appears that the lower nutrit:tonal 
status of the 1971 litters was not sufficient to slow the development of 

dentition. 

Resightings of_T~d Wolves 

In an effort to assess the feasibility of using immobilization and 
tagging as a tool in studying wolf populations, two adult male wolves 
were immobilized and ear-tagged in April and May of 1971. One pregnant 
female was partially immobilized but not tagged. 

A gray-·brown male wolf, estimated to be 2 or 3 years old, was tagged 
on 16 April, 1971 on the John River at Gunsight Mountain. This animal 
was killed by an aerial hunter on 31 December, 1971, 8 1/2 months after 
be.ing tagged, about 2 miles from Bettles and 44 air miles south of the 
place it was tagged. 

Tl1e other male, also gray-brown and estimated to be 2 years old, was 
tagged on 10 May, 1971 near GalbraHh Lake, He and the white female that 
was with him at the time of tagging were seen on several occasions in 
April and May, 1972 by core-sample drilling crews in the Atigun Valley 
south of Galbraith Lake, and from 4 to 12 miles from the site at which 
they were immobilized, Accompanying them were two other wolves, a black 
and a gray" 

Tt1e occurrence of the gray-brown male 44 miles south of where it 
was tagged on the John River could indicate that it and others in its 
pack (it was traveling with five other wolves when taken) had moved 
south during the midwinter period to caribou overwintering areas, The 
Bettles area could, however, have been a routinely visited part of the 
pack's range. 

Resighting the gray-brown male and white female very near the site 
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of tagging one year after they were tagged suggests that they either 
remained there during the winter or at least returned there for the 
summer dE:nning The white female was pregnant when inm1ob ilized 
in 1971 and almost certainly reared a litter of pups in this area during 
that year. The fact that she was in the same area in April and H_ay, 
1972 st suggests that~ if pregnant, she denned in the same area. 

Sunpier Wo1J"~.Behavior Observations 

Between 22 May and 13 July, 19 72 we observed various wolves associated 
with two dens for a total of roughly 150 hours, During this period diverse 
behavioral , one successful and one unsuccessful chase 
of caribou, were observed. In one sense the effort fell short of its 

since we were not able to the behavior of pups at a den, 
The effort was very successful 9 however~ in providing an to 
witness two Nunamiut ht.mters their knowledge of wolf behavior to 

and the behavior of free-roaming wolves, and in allowing 
me to obtain f:Lrsthand observati.ons of wolves during sununer. 

The food activities of juvenile and adult wolves associated 
with two d{::ns were observed. Caribou were rare in the of these 
dens the f:lrst week of June, and wolves spent a good share of 
their time in June and early July hunting small mammals and birds and 
their eggs, ands on carcasses of ungulates killed by wolves 
earlier :ln the year or by Nunamiut hunters. 

Detailed observations from the suui.mer work will be reported in the 
future in combination with observations from subsequent summers. 

t, 19 Stephenson cooperated in the release of five 
wolves raised at NARL~ Barrow. This s was undertaken 

learn some about the role of :i.n the develop·
mEmt of prey kil , hunt and reproductive and social behavior of 
wolves I;) '.fht~ t.i1olves consisted of two blacl< fen1ales, a gray·~-ta.11. 

female and two gray-tan males. Three litters were represented. The 
wolves has been placed together at the end of March 4 1/2 months prior 
to the release. Since birth all had be.en with various numbers of 
other wolves in outdoor cages measuring approximately 14 feet by 36 feet 
(1.im x 

Collaborators included Robert E. Henshaw, Pennsylvania State 
Richard Shideler, Washington University; and Randall Lockwood, 

Universi All of these were involved in ongoing 
res earch with wolves at the NARI. colony. 

On 11 the wolves were immobilized with Sernylan, ed 
with Promazine, and flown to Umiat in a NARI. DC-3. Upon arrival they 
were transported 2 miles down the Colville River in a riverboat and 

1n a pen on the south side of the river where they were 
held unt:i had recovered from drugs used in transit. A frozen bull 
caribou was 30 from the cage to serve as food for a few 
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whlle the wolves became oriented, 

For two 1,11e<'lu:; obs1n:vat1ons wen: made from a cmnp on 900-foot llmlat 
Mountwl.n north of t:lH~ ColviLLe River and about one-h r mUt~ from fH, 
n:JemH~ s tt~, Three wolves had been itt12'd wtth lMvidson Co, radlo 
collars, and a rec station on. Onttat ·MounttEi:in ae 
aircraft were utilized ptrrposet~ * 1lovve·ver 9 one c.ollar 
broke and fell off and 11'.alfunc t i.oned 
the f:Lrst week, Thus contact with the an:lmals 

their movement from the release area were thwarted. 

A brief account of or events follows 

l and 2. The wolves were re.leased on 12 t at 0730. Within 
one minute of release four of the wolves ran out of to the west 
after sniff the caribou carcass. returned to the carcass 
one hour after release. The black female that remained in the cage 
wande out after the others and dis , ab due to 
effects of the She was seen about 2 miles west of the n'lease 
s:l_te on the second day and oined the others on the of the 
third Four of the wolves remai.ned within one·-half mile of the 
releas tciite for most of the first: two days. The caribou was 80 percent 
consumed the end of the second Bes ides f 
included ion of the area, romp:tng in adjacent to 
the reJ.easf~ site and pt:•.r.s of ravens 

glauaeacens) attracted cariboi1 carcass 9 group 
social :Lnte:raction and and rest 

3 - 5, Tbe caribou was reduced to hide and bones by late in 
the third On 4 two caribou passed within 25 of one of 
tl1e black fernales r11h.o sat as en.tered th.e Col·viile Rive1~ and 
swam across, unaware of her presence. The other 
one-·half mile away at the time o this time 
lessenc:d and the wolves moved as far as L miles from the pen, often 
ind Behavior became more food oriented, 

6 -·· 7, Food oriented behavior increased and no 
iva..g observed~ Scattered of car:tbou \!i:rere l to 5 

mtles of the release site but were not v:Ls ible to the wolves were 
sit:uated downwind from them, On one occas , however, five caribou 
sv1arn acros the north 

of to 
within 30 of th<~ nearest ca ou, a bull, and a 
small clump of willows for concealmentc A few seconds later one of the 
black females a:woke and dashed toward the caribou t them to f 
and th.e other tl1ree VJ'o1-ves"' Fot1r of th.e wolv·es 9 ied the 

B rna1e, pu1"s four of th.e caribou for 200 ards t Vlere ot1tdis tanced 
by the ca:ribou 't;'Jhich. f:HF<1am across a s The ~ves did i1ot 
follow, One wolf a male, a bull caribou that had ed 
from th~" sou.th and had gone unnoticed the other wolves, Th:ts ·vJolf 
rnade a m.ore deter·mi.T1ed at than the oth.ers o.nd th.e caribou 
for about or1t>-half rnile but v1as also CHJ.t:dista11ced .. after tl-'1e 
chase, the gray~tan female swam north across the Colvill at the 
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the caribou had crossed. Her location remained unknown until five days 
later when she was seen at an oil well drill site on the Ivishak River, 
100 miles east of Um:iat, She remained at least 30 
days, after which the ofl camp moved. 

forthat 
of her location 

have been obtained" 

this time period the four remain wolves 
usual beyond visual contact and little :is known of their 
act:i vit1es except that the alpha male and a black female swam across the 
Colvill0; and attempted to forage in the dump at Umiat, 

11 -- !tO, The al a male and black female were seen at Umiat 
in S ember and on 11 October the a male was shot there a 
native hunter who stated that the wolf was in very poor condition 
subcutaneous fat, protruding) and that it that the male 
and the black female that accompanied him had Homained at Urniat and 
tr:ted to subsist on scraps in the 

On 2 October the other black female was shot by a native hunter on 
the Ch River, 105 miles northwest of Umiat. Her carcass was examined 
at NARL and showed subcutaneous fat le to those of adult 
wild wolves at this season (Stephenson, dat ly, 
she had better than the two wolves that rema:i.ned at Um:l.a t. 
Caribou f the area where she was killed but it is not known 
whether she or any of the other wolves in the release pack made any 
kills. 

No further information on the location of the three wolves 
was ob ta:tned until 9 Decenfber when the black female that was last seen 
:tn Umiat on 11 Octob er turned up back at NARL ~ Barrow, 175 m:iles north
west of Umlat, when:, she was 

en.1 n l\T~!{L personr1el; it cached 
it had 

to be 
of meat that were used to 

been successful inentice it into a cage. Apparently 
food of some sort. 

It is difficult to say what factors accounted for the black female's 
return to Barrow. However, an explanation offered by Pete Sovalik of 
NARL seems tenable. He thought that the wolves could have oriented their 

:lrt:•ctton of travel toward Barrow in response to noise from large air 
craft on Fa:trbanks to Barrow and on the coastal Dewiine routes. Small 
aircraft noise in the Barrow area and human activity the coast and 
inland at fiic1h camps on the Chipp River could also have played a part, 

t December, 1972 the wind at Barrow blew 
from the aorthwest possib being another cause for the movement of the 
two black wolves in that direction, assuming the wolves moved 

n search of food, As of February, 1973 two members of the 
release (a black female and the a are dead. The 
lo :Lon of two others (a female and male) :Ls unknown, and one 
(a black f emal has returned to Barrow, 

The results of the s suggest the as tentative 
conclusions; 
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L ive \..,,ro111es released in the wild maintain their affinity 
for men and can locate human act over d:tstances. 
Once located show to remain at these , probab 
associating them with 

2 , Wb en under conditions cohesiveness Inay be 
lost, perhaps due to hunger, 

3. A. propens to pursue prey appears to be inherent in 
wolves, The determination and ise necessary to success hunt 
and kill is not inherent. 

4. Contras the results of th:ts release 
Mer:rlam 's, begun in 1960, suggests that a 
than that found in the Um:l..at area is necessary to 
wolves until prey, In l:·forriam's study 
four 19--month--old, wolves were :released on thE; 30·-s e 
Coronation Island in Southeast Alaska. survived mul , 

le of Sitka black--tailed deer (Odocoileus 
hemionus). In addition to deer, however, they were able to on an 
abundance of marine resources mussels, harbor seals (Phoca 
v·itulina) and various types of carrion 1964 , Food resources 
in the Umiat 1im:tted terrestrial prey includ

moose and 
caribou, small mammals were 

ab was obtainable 
food resource to the wolves and their interest r;1hile they 
acqu:l.red large prey. 

In the past two and one half Y"'.!ars 1 the Nunam:Lut ed out various 
characters that use in differentiat , in the field between male 
and female, and young and old wolves. I have been able to the 
valid! f most of these characters, the 
summer f:Leld work and while examining 

in w:lnter. Most sex and age characteri.stics cannot be 
described in exact term.<> but are tic relative to thetr 
opposites. one unaccustomed to obs wolves, the many differ-· 
ences would not be detectable or would sometimes appear le. To 
the skJ11ed observer with an intimate of the biology and 
behavior of wolves such as many Nunamiut possess, these characteristics 
are real and useful,. these c:riteria 9 the Nun.atrriEt allo\v 
for the variabil:i. they know is inherent in wolf behavior and 
and consider the various in con:ibindat:ton, 
them a8 observations of an individual wolf accrue. Determ~tnation of sex 
is tentative until the wolf is within a ferw hundred or has 
urinated in a cb.aracteristic 1na.nnero 

I tan.t to i11 inir1d t~hat :Ls a.ny aracter
istic con.8tdered 11nequivocal e·vidence that th.e an.irna1 iT1 question is 
e t11er a rnale ::)r female.,. 1hey are 1x1 ed wit11 the entire 
array of clues available ari.d each charact eris tic carries its own 
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i ve weight. Hunters differ somewhat in the weight they place on 
certain clues, ably because each relies, to a great extent, on his 
own in developing criteria of predictive value. The dis cuss ion 
of s and aging criteria is included here primarily because the 
techniques may be useful to other field invest:!.gators and may be tested 
by them, te probably, some of these characteristics are iar to 
Brooks wolves. 

The literature on wolves contains virtually no mention of sex and 
characteristics. and Goldman (1944) devote 

and molt in wolves, however, and mention that 
wolves seem to become grayer with age. 

age 
two to 

In summer, lactat female wolves are dist by 
their retentton of the dull colored winter fur until the end of 
lactat:l.on and by dark appearance of the abdomen caused by the loss 
of hair around the mammae. and a red-brown stain that colors the hair 

on the abdomen and on the posterior thorax. The exact nature 
of this stain is not known but it may be caused by the oxidation of milk 

saliva from nursing pups. Retention of winter fur by lactating 
females occurs among caribou (Kels , 1968), sled (Shepherd, pers. 
comm,), and possibly moose (LeResche, pers. comm.), Male wolves and 
young females shed their winter pelage in May and June. One-year-old 
wolves complete their molt and possess short summer hair by late June. 
At this time, most adults exhib:l. t complete suTiwner pelage on their 

, face and lower sides, where winter fur is first shed, thus provid
a c::mtra~Jt with juvenile animals, As mentioned earlier, lactating 

females are the last to shed; evidently their germinal hair cells remain 
dormant longer th1an those in males and young females due to h 
energy demand of lactation, 

The abdomen of lactating females is darkest during lactation, prior 
to the regrarJJth of abdominal hair, The re.d-·brown stain on 
hair~ however, through the winter and :l.s a useful criteria during 
most of the year. With good binoculars and in favorable light, the darkly 
hued abdomen of lactating gray or white wolves is often visible at a 
d:lstanc1:; of 500 m or more, and a 20x spotting scope renders it visible 
at aps 1000 m. On black wolves the color is more difficult to detect. 

The. Nunamiut also to some extent on mo:rpholo differences 
in s wolves. These criteria are the most difficult to express in 
exHct terms and the judgment of sex is made on the basis of a complicated 

of many years of observation, and on the simultaneous evalua
tion of several characters, including relative size and robustness of 
bead and neck, relative sizi::: of chest and abdomen and length cf 

to most male wolves, females generally have a narrower 
muzzle and forehead, thi.nner neck, slightly shorter legs, and 1ess 
mass1 shoulders, making the. abdomen seem less slim than in 
rnales o There also seems to be an addittonal clue in r.he conformation of 
the abdomen and flanks, but I have not been able to understand the 
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precise difference. 

The tch and structure of the howl ves a:notl1er clue to sex and 
age" In .e. have a deeper 
voice, than females and juvenili::~s. di.st le 
their tched 

In addition co the sex and age specif c cnaracters e 
field, the Nuna.rntu bi-J:ve out sex an.d age re.lated dtffer-· 
ences that bc~come e'Vident upon. close exarnir1at:ion ~· T'hese ch,aracteris t:Lcs, 
like those descrfbed abo>.re ~ do not hold true in all but are 
in trends the.t the Nunamiut h"lve 
of several 

of fernait appeal> 
than that of males which 

caused d.H~B of 

gray wolves have a reddtsh coloration on s·u:rface 
of the omet:tmes tlrls color 
with a cast of 
often it exists as the red~brown co1orat 

~ and my observations corrobo:rat ,. that ves have 
more red-bn1!im colorat ion than do male gray 1971 
I ex:anrtned three 5-mon pups from on 
l November 5 north of were females 
and both showed noticeab more of the red~·b:rown e 
than the male pup. 

'I'wo pups from another male 

more extensive arid denser occurrence of 
the male, 

In 1972 I examined a of an1 

aerial hunter the Little Delta River 
The contained 
an adult 
1 year 

each had an 
six inches the dis 

and pos:tt::!on for red~·brown c01orat::Lon 1wolV"'t=::s ,. T11e co 
·was very Laint the three: males, f-ema1e.s ,, 

seem 
amounts rnales ~ 

tions to 
c:onsidex'.' sex. 
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One other aspect of coloration that has been pointed out in this 
conriection i.s the characteristic rufous color on the back of the ears of 
pups~ wh:!ch is moe t intense when the pups are about 2 months old, dimin
ishing in intensl with age. 

The age of femalt~ and, to a lE:sser extent, mal1;, wolves changes 
1n texture as the animals become older. Thf; of 11 females (1mlmals 
older than about f:tve has a much smoother texture than does the 
fur of young females and males, I have not been able to determine the 

e nature of the change but :Lt seems that hairs are more 
dense and of :more uniform It may also be that the fur becomes 
more pos oriented~ thus a smoother, less bristly appearance. 

T'wo of the oldest Nunamiut thought that the number of white hairs 
on the of the tail was correlated with age, but other hunters pointed 
out that pups often have white hairs at this and that, therefore, 
this was a poor index to age, In the wolves I have examined, I have 
noticed a for old animals to show more white and gray 

of the tail, as well as in other areas such as the 
muzzle and forehead, It appears that ~tndividuals do become grayer with 

and Goldman (1944) suggested, but that each wolf :i.s endowed, 
amount of gray coloration, which varies 

from that 

I have also noted that the claws of wolves less than 1 year old are 
shorter than those of adults, The claws of animals older than 
l year about three-fourths lnch from the fur while claws of 
younger animals about three~eights inch. 

Neiland (1972) discussed bacteriolo studies of 
northern mawJnals carried out by the tment of Fish and Game 
and on the results of efforts to detect brucellosis 
in serum taken from wolves in the Anaktuvuk PaBs area. Sera from 15 
wolves ed seven reactors by the fixation.method and five 

the uti.nat:Lon method. The occurrence of BruceZZa abortus, 
and B. sidB in various carnivores, 

ed for some time. zed 
and :Lnvas:i_on of the speen, liver, mammary glands, ovaries, 

juten1s, testes~ :.i pros trat~:: , fetus 5 

blood h.ave been noted. An effect of posssible importance 
of wild canines subs is ting on caribou on infected ranges 

as the Arctic caribou is the occurrence of abortions, which 
take in infected dogs such as b 

addition to bacteriolo and vi studies of blood, 12 
sera ·v,,;e.rf~ sub1ni.tted to Dr,, ·a"' Sc Seals "i.Jeterar1s Adrnix1:Lstratior1 al, 

, Minnesota, for studies of transferrins to 
of the of wolf ions, The 

res ts nf :lni tial work on thls not been received. 
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HECOI1MENDATIONS (ARCTIC STUDIES) 

An es U.mate of ion sl1ould be made at least once 
for the 3600 area around Anaktuvuk Pass and the collection 

of wolf carcasses taken by Nunam:lut hunters should continue. This will 
provide cont in ation level and age ratio data for this 
apparently increas ion. At the same time more of the Nunamiut 
Esklmos'q of wolves can be recorded. T'ois of the work 
has proven to be very ive., 

A concerted at be made to scats and food rerrains 
from re.cen. t used dens in both the Arct:tc and Interior 

The collection of wolf··kill remains should continue as ies 
arise in the course of work in the northcentral Brooks 

Wolf ions should be monitored in Interior 
aerial surveys carried out on selected areas 
habitat-faunal associations in the 

To data on the movements and rate by 
wolves in the Interior region one or t·wo followed for 
se·veral of one or m.ore weeks each the fall, winter and 

this information with wolf ion estimates 
mentioned s:b ove and with data on moose, caribou and densities 
derived from research and management these 
s the basis on which to assess, 
the annual wolves on Interior big game 

FINDINGS (SOUTHCENTRA.L 

winter of 1971-1972 was s to rivers search 
directly for carcasses. For reasons understood it did not 
prove worthwhile to track wolves to kill sites. 

Du the winter of 1971-1972 moose along 
the or river bottoms ·where presumab and food more 

tiful ~ These r:L-•Jers in.eluded the Klutina, Tazlina, 
Ga,kona~ Chistccl1ir1a 5 Susitna and Maclaren.(> was concentrated 

these r1vers because of their close the Gu.lkana air~ 
field an~d the moose concentrations and wolf 

ion or in this area. 

Car:Lbou are knu(vn to be a favored pre·y species for wolves 
' 194D:; Burkholder, 19.59)" this s , the Nelcl1 and Mentasta 

car:tbou herds vJir1tered in the eastern f.-fo1111tains ·~ ~NabE3sna area .. 
Tha~t area is t:lmbe ~red a.r1d te so kills were difficult locate 
and area. 1s also a considerable distance from Gulkana air-

f ts are difficult to make in a s 
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Therefore, observations of wolf ion on caribou were not emphasized. 
caribou ion studies~ however, numerous instances of caribou 

kills were observed. five of these kills were visited" 

It :ts also that wolves rnay at ti.mes act hunt Dall 
(Sheldon, 1930; Mur:le 4L,; and Goldman 19L;4; Nichols and 

Heimer, 1972), In t~ 1972 I found the remains of six sheep (includ
one very small lamb) in the Nabesna area which had been fed upon and 

lar consumed However, because 
of the in s of sheep 
kills 110 attempts were made relationships. 

Table 6 surmuarizes data from all mammal carcasses examined 
the course of this field activity. Included are a numb er of 

animals which died from causes other than wolf predation and are included 
for ive purposes . 

study , 85 moose, five caribou and four bison 
carcasses were examined on the F1f of the 
five caribou were considered to have wolves, 
28 moose were known to have met death causes, 

winter k::tlls , road kills and kills , The bison were 
all winter kills. 

and sex determl.nations were made on all animals known to have 
been killed wolves whenever posstble. the moose killed by 
wolves exclud calves, the sex ratio was 19 hulls per 100 cows. The 
mean age o.f moose killed, excluding cab.res, was 3 .0 years and 8. 6 
years for bulls and cows, respect the 1971 fall sex and 
age moose compositions :Ln this area, there were 24 per 100 cows 

S & I 19 is of moose killed1 

the 19 71 season showed the mean ages of bull rnoose ( 
calves) to be 3"2 and females 1 yea:r to be 6,7 years (Annual 
S of the year accounted for 56. 1 of 

1971 moose composition counts, calves 
represented of the moose s 

ts of fat resf2rves in rnarrovJ of the bones been 
used as a measure of an animal 1s nutr:ltional well·-b \ 

I • 

f A.laskan moos , it app<€!ars that adult animals w1.th or less 
with less than 10 1-n the1.r bone marrow are 

death. th r1tion. and Charles 
Lucier, pers, comm, wolf~lzilled adult moose 

5~8 adult kr1ow-:o. to h.a·ve rnalnu-~ 

tr:tt:i.on Ax:t adu~l t 1noos~~ in. 
tlon_ k.il1.t~d of Fish and Game ·1.

..LJ_C 

nu~isar1ce sho'Cved 17 ,,,0 percent -rnarro\i1J fat~ Marro-tv 
killed adult cow showed 88.2 percent fat, An bull 

kl.lled at the same time as the cow showed 56, 8 fat .. 
Marrow s from 14 moose calves killed L 8 per-

while s of 11 calves known to have died from malnutrition 
6.8 percent fat" 



Degree of 
Perm. !'.1arrow Utilization 

ACCE!.SS:Lon Date of' Analysis whe...."l first Location of 
No. Ko,. Species Collection Se:x: Age % Fat death visited kill Raw.arks 

~i-72-1 	 AZces 1/XX/72 Unk .. c 27.5 Wolf kill Total Gulkana River 3 mi,, Kill revisited until total 
aZ.ces above Gulkana ut:Lllzatian. 

M·-12-2 67101+ 	 AZces l/XX/72 Unk. c 39.1 Wolf kill. Total Gult<ana Ri.v2r 3 m:t. ~ Kill revisited until total 
a:~ees above Gulkana utilization~ 

M-72-3 67105 l/XX/72 Unk~ c 19 ,3 Wolf kil.1 Total Gulkana River 3 mi. Kill revisited until total 
alees abovf2~. Gulkana utilization. 

M-72-4 67106 	 A.lees 2/3/72 Unk. c Winter kill Total Copper River at Kill revisited mostly by fox 
alees mouth of Gulkana R. and coyotes. · 

11-72-5 67107 	 Al~?eB 2/4/72 c 6.8 Winter kill None Mi. H Tok Cut-off Collected whole. 
a.lees 

M-72-6 

:1-72-9 67108 	 Alees 1/25/72 M c 6.9 Road kill None Glenn allen 
alees 

M-72-10 67109 	 AZ-ces 2/10/72 Unk. c 69.0 Wolf kill Total Gulkana River l mi. Old kill sit:e when collected. 
c.ZciJS above Sourdough. 


....---~----~- -- - --••,•- -----~- - - --a•• --~-•__, -·- - --~~ - •-·--·~ - "~ ~ -· --~ - ·--~~-,. ---·-~" """''~" --•---- -~-·- --~----~----~------·--- - .,. -----·~··~~----~·-·- - - ---- - - ~· --·-- ~~·--· '"''"'""'-- - -·- - ---~ •- -·-· -~· ·- - - -a~~·- _.<~•----·~- _ 
M-72-··ll 67110 Al-ces 2/10/72 Unk~ c 9.8 Wolf kill Total Gulkana River at Old k:U.l site when collected. 

a lees Pipeline crossing 

M-72--12 6 7111 A.lees 2/10/72 Unk. c 10.0 Wolf kill Total GuJ.kana River 5 mi. Old kill site when collected. 
aZccs below Sourdough 

H--72-13 67112 Alees 2/10/72 F c Wolf kill Total Gulkana River 5 mi. Carcass still wann. Revisited 
a.lees below falls until total utiHzation. 

67113 AZces 2/10/72 8.3 \·Jol.f kill Total Gulkana River Kill revisited until total 
alees below Sourdough utilization. 

M-·72-15 Alees 
aZces 

2/10 /72 c Wolf kill Total Gulkana River 10 mi. 
be.low pipeline cross. 

Total util:!.zation when 
visited .•Y 

M-72--16 67114 Alees 2/21/72 F 7.4 Wolf kill Total Copper River at Kill revisited until total 
a.tees mouth Bear Cr. utilizat:ton. 

6 2/21/72 Dnk~ c Win YO% K1utina River Kill site indicated winter 
at \·Lllson Ranch kill. 



Field 
No. 

Perm. 
Accession 

No. Species 
Date of 

Collection Sex Age 

Marrow 
Analysis 

;; Fat 
Cause of 
death 

Degree of 
Utilization 
when first 

vis::Lte<l 
Location of 

kUl Remarks 

:~f.-72-18 6 7116 2/21/72 3 45.0 Wolf kill Total K1utina River at 
Earthquake slide 

Extensive wolf 
kill. 

activity at 

11-72-19 67117 AZces 
:ilces 

2/21/72 Unk. c 17o8 Wolf kill Total Klutina River 
at bluffs 

Total utilization when 
visitedJ) 

M-72-20 AZces 
a lees 

2/21/72 Unk~ c Wolf kill Total Tazlina River 5 mi. 
below Tazlina Lake 

Total ut~1ization when 
visited ..:::/ 

,\f-72-21 67118 hZces 
a lees 

2/21/72 F c 25,,0 Wolf kill 90% Tazlina River 2 mi. 
above Moose Creek 

Old kill when visited. 

M-72-22 67119 Alees 
aZces 

2/21/72 Unk. Ad. 34.8 Wolf kill Total Tazlina River at 
Moose Creek 

Old when visited ..!./ '!:./ 

M-72-23 67120 A.lees 
alaes 

2/22/72 Unk. c 13. 7 Wolf kill 90% Copper River 3 mi. 
below Gulkana R. 

.?./ 

w 
1..11 M-72-24 67121 Alees 

alees 
2/22/72 F 12 81.8 wolf kill Total Gulkana River 2 mi. 

above W. Fk. 
Exten~ve wolf activity at 
kill. 

M-72-25 AZces 
a.lees 

2/22/72 F 2 Wolf kill Total Gulkana River 
above W. Fk. 

2 mi. Skull only found. 

M-72-26 Aloes 
alees 

2/22/72 Unk. c Wolf kill Total Gulkana River Falls Total utilization when 
visited.Y 

M-72-27 67122 A lees 
alees 

2/22/72 F 12 89 .2 Wolf kill Total Gakona River E. 
Round Top Mt. 

Total utilization when 
visited. 

M-72-28 67123 Alees 
a lees 

2/22/72 F 16 75.9 Wolf kill Total Gakona River S.E. 
Round Top Mt. 

Total utilization wen 
visited ..Y 

M-72-29 67124 AZces 
a"lces 

2/22 /72 c 44.5 Wolf kill Total Gakona River 20 mi. 
above Gakona 

Total utilization when 
visited ..Y 

H-72-30 Aloes 
a lees 

2/22/72 Unk. c Wolf kill Total Gulkana River Falls Total uti]lization when 
visited.1. 

M-72-31 67125 Alees 
a'lces 

2/25/72 F 3 f.18.2 Illegal kill Total (see 
remarks) 

M:Ue 24 Tok Road Total utilization by 
scavengers including wolves. 

'1-72-32 67126 Alce.s 
a lees 

2/25/72 11 56.8 Illegal kill Total (see 
remarks) 

Mile 24 Tok Road Total utilization by 
scavengers including wolves. 



Table 6,, (cont~cL 

Field 
~~o" 

Penn .. 
Ac.cession 

S·1:;ec::]_es 
Date o: 

Collection Se.x .\g,-, 

~:arrow 

A::alysis 
% Fat 

Ca.use of 
death 

Degree of 
"Jtilizaticu 

when first 
vis.ite.d 

Location of 
kill 

67127 
alees 

3 #/, /7?
/-ff ' - 7.1 \\inte:r k:lll None Head Dadina River Carcass intact <;;qhen fom1.d. 

)1-72-35 67128 AZces 
a lees 

3/3/72 c 7.6 W:lnter kHl Total except 
spinal column 

Copper-Chis tochina 
confluence 

Tra~s set around this k~ll. 

6 7129 Alees 
a lees 

3/3/72 Unk. c 7.1 Winter kill Total except 
spinal column 

Copper-Chis tochina 
eonfluence 

Scavenged - partially covered 
by overflow. 

~l-72-·37 67130 Alce8 
alces 

3/3/72 3 23.6 Wolf kill Slight Coppe:r River 3 mi. 
above C'nistochina 

Still wa~i 
carcass.-

traps set around 

H-72-38 67131 A foes 
alees 

3/3/72 F 7 80 .2 Wolf kill 85% Sanford River 4 mi. 
above Copper River 

Kill revisited until 
utilization. 

total 

~i-72-39 67132 Alees 
aloes 

3/8/72 M c 7.4 Wtnter kill None In Copper Center Collected intact for aut:opsy. 

N-72-40 67133 Alees 
aloes 

3/9 /72 F c 6.5 Winter kill None Mile 126 Richardson 
Highway 

Collected intact for autopsy. 

M-72-41 6 7134 Aloes 
alees 

3/l!+/72 F Ad. 65.4 Wolf kill Total E. Fk. Chistochina 
6 mi. above main r. 

Upper jaw only found. 

67135 Alees 
aZces 

3/14/72 F 3 64.7 Wolf kill Slight Gakona River east 
of Paxson tower 

Kill revisited until total 
u ti.liza tion. 

67136 Alees 
alees 

3/14/72 Unk. 3 Wolf kill Total Chis tochina River 
5 mi. above hwy. 

Four grey wolves a.t kill~ 

M--72-L,!.; 67137 Aloes 
a lees 

3/21/72 F 16 89. 7 Wolf kill Total Sanford River 5 mi. 
above Copper R. 

C-72-·45 N51+9 32 Pangifer 
taJYmdus 

3/21/72 Unk .. 8 36.6 Wolf kiH Total S. E. 
Unit 

of Chis toch:Lna 
11 

-

N54933 Rangifer 
tarandus 

3/21/72 Unk. 6 l+l.O Wolf kil1 Total Pass Creek - Unit 11 

C-72-·47 NS!+9 34 3/21/72 M 9 21.9 Wolf kH1 Total Goat Creek - Unit 11 

67138 AlceB 
alees 

3/3//'2 lJnk. 14 31 Wolf kill Sanford River 
opposite-. bluffs 



TablE 6~ 

Field 
No. 

72-51 

H--72-52 

M--72-53 

(cont'd") 

Perui... 
.:J:.ccession 

No. 

6 

7lf~O 

6 7 ll~ l 

67142 

67143 

Spec:les 

-;a.ices 

AZces 
al<3gs 

AZcws 
aZces 

A Zces 
aloea 

Alees 
a.lees 

Date of 
Collection Sex Age 

Analysis 
% Fat 

Cause of 
death 

3/22/72 c 

3/31/72 c Winter kill 

3/31/72 16 Winter kill 

3/30/72 

11.t/1/72 

F 

F 

15 

c 

17 .o 

6.7 

ADF&G 
collect ton 

Wint.er kill 

Degree of 
Utilization 

when f:i.rst 
visited 

None 

Noue 

None 

None 

Location of. 
kill 

Coppe:r Ce11ter 

MUe 56 1/Z 
Tok lHg.'iway 

Hile 58 1/7. 
Tok Highway 

Mile 43 1/2 
Tok rUghway 

w.. Fk. Gu1kana 
st K~~g Creek 

Ren:arks 

Scavenged only_. 

Scavenged only. 

Ultimately complete 
utilization. 

i:J>.}2.-54 6714L} Alees 4/1/72 UnkG c 6.5 Wolf kill Total Gulk.ana 5 mi" 
aloes above Sourdough 

0.> 
'-.I Alaes 

aloes 
4/11/72 F 10 IV Wolf kill 90% " 1.i1.eac~ Sanford R. 

M-72--56 67146 Alees 
aloes 

4/l<i/72 c Winter kill Slight Copper R. 1 m:i_. 
above Sanford R. 

Scavenged only. 

N-·72-57 6 7 lL~ 7 Alees 
aZces 

l,/H/72 F c I Winter kill 50% Copper R. 5 rni ~ 
below Chis tochina 

Sca·qenged only. 

Alees 4/14 /72 !--! c I Wolf kill S.light Copp(~r R. !; m:L Ev:l<lenc:2. indi.cated wolf 
a.lees below Chis tochina 

Alees hJ]_j /72 11 Illegal kill Copper: R. 1 mL 
ala.es above Gakona 

?1-72-60 6 	 Alees l;/17/72 c II Wolf kill Total Spinal colunu:1 only remain.s .. 
alees 

M-72-61 671.50 	 Al~ces F Wirttf.:.r kill Total Gu1k.ana River at 
alaeB mL 139 Ri. ch. Hwy. 

4 /J_ /72 I kill Lil t:i.mat1:..:ly scavenged., 

:v!-72--63 67152 AlceB Unk. I R. at Total ut:ilizatio:r1 by wolves. 
alces Poplar Grove 



"fable 6. (cont'd.) 

Degree of 
Perm. Marrow Utilization 

Field Accession Date of Ano.lysis Cati.se of when first Location of 
No. No. Species Collection Sex Age % F::ct death visited kill Remarks 

Yi- 72-6L~ Aloes 4/24/72 10 Illegal kill Total by Gulkana at Sourdough 
alces humans 

M-72-65 67153 Alees L;/24/72 Unk. c I Wolf kill Total 2 mi. up W. Fk. 
a lees Gulkana 

!1-72-67 67155 Alees 4/24/72 Unk. c I Wolf kill Total 2 1/2 mi. up 
alees W. Fk. Gulkana 

M-72-68 67156 Alees 
alees 

4/24/72 F c I Winter kill None 8 mi. up W. 
Gulkana 

Fk. Carcass intact. 

M-72-69 67157 
67158 

& AZces 
alees 

4/24/72 c I Winter kill Total 10 mi. up W. 
Gulkana 

Fk. No blood on calcaneus. 

w 
00 

C-72-70 Rangifer• 
tarandus 

4/24/72 Unk. Ad. Wolf kHl Total Monsoon Lake No specimens available. 

M-72-71. 67159 Alees 
aloes 

4/2l1/72 M c I Winter kill Total 
5 mi. from Dickey Lk. 

~l--72--72 

M-72-73 67160 

AZ:ces 
a lees 

Alees 
alees 

4/24/72 

4/24/72 

Unk. 

F 

Ad. 

12 III 

Wolf kill 

Wolf kill 

Total 

Total 

Middle Fk. Gulkana 
10 mi. from Dickey Lk. 

Gulkana at 
12-Mifo Creek 

Very old kill. 

M-72-74 A"lces 
alees 

4/26,/72 M c Wolf kill Total Gulkana at 
12-Mile Creek 

Very old kill 
scavanged •.Y 

- wolveri.ne 

M-72--75 67161 Al.aes 
alees 

4/2L;/72 F 2 I Wolf kill 50% Gakona 
Paxson 

east of 
tower 

Very fresh kill 

Alees 
alees 

F 14 IV Wolf kill Total Gakona 
Paxson 

east of 
tower 

Very old kill. 

M-72-77 Alees 
alees 

4/24/72 Unk. c Wolf kill Total Gakona east of 
Round Top Mtn. 

Very old kill 

M-72-78 67163 Alees 
aZces 

4/2ii /72 F 6 IV Wolf kill Total Gakona S. E. of 
Round Top Htno 

Spinal colw.~::'.n only 



Field 
Perm~ 

Accession 
Spec:Le.s 

Date of 
Ccl1ection Sex 

A.na1;/s:f.s 
Fat 

Ca:use 
ck:ath 

Degree of 
Utilization 

whe.i.'1. fir.st 
vi.sited 

Lclcation of 
kill Renarks 

H=72-79 

H·-"72.-·81 

M-72-83 

:-f--72--85 

M-,,72-86 

72-88 

67165 

671.66 

67167 

6 7163 

6 

alees 

Alees 
a lees 

Atees 
alees 

A. Z-ce.s 
a:'..ces 

AZees 
alees 

AZces 
a lees 

Alacs 
alee3 

Al.ces 
alees 

Alees 
o..Z.:::es 

AZ.ces 
a.7,cea 

!+/25/72 

/2.5/72 

l;/25/72 

'•/25/72 

!J25/72 

~,/25/72 

l+/25/72 

Unk~ 

F 

Unk,, 

Un.k .. 

Unk. 

Unk~ 

Unk. 

Unk~ 

Unko 

3 

Ad. 

c 

c 

5 

III 

I 

IV 

I 

IV 

kill 

Wolf kill 

Winter kill 

Wolf !d.11 

Wolf kill 

Wolf kill 

Wolf kiH 

Total 

Total 

None 

Total 

Total 

Total 

Total 

Total 

Copper River at 
Si.ro.pson H:i.11 

Tazlina RiVl~Y: 
at Gle.nnallen. 

N:l.ckel Creek 

Copper River l; 

below Copper Center 

Copper River 4 1/2 

!.?irst·obse.rve:d 3/27/72 

mL below Copper Center 

Dadi.na River rni., 
above Copper River 

Copper River 2 mi. 
so,, DadiD.a River 

KJ_ax.,""'as.i River 

skeletcn1. ~ 

:Lntact." 

Copper River opposite 

Copper R:Lver at Probably calf of 67169. 

a.Zces :Round Top Mt.n. 



Perm., Marrow 
Field Ac:.cession Date of .:.4.nal5'SiS 

Species Collection Sex Agt! % Fat 

.4.lceB lt/27 /72 c 7.6 
alcee 

C-72··94 	 4/28/72 F 9 8.2 

of moose~ :L .. e_, Calf or adult b~..se;d on exa.:min.ation of hair:i: 

.£/Bloody calcan<:i indicating wolf kilL 

mmben: M-72--55 ·• M.,.72.•39 (67145-67170) 
<10% fat, III represents 11··59% fat, IV :represents 

:revisited by wolves until utilization complete. 

Degree of 
Utilization 

Cause of when first Location of 
death visited kill Remer ks 

Winter kill Scav·enged Copper River at 
on1y T'ulaona: Creek 

Wolf kill 75% 	 Nabesna River at 
Totschadan Creek 

gray~ fuzzy and short indicating calf,, 

on which r.n&;:rrow analysis clata"lost~ Based on gross visual analysis, I represents 



l\.s v.rc\Jld be su.ch a se·vere ·\,.Vint.er ttu2.re a notice
able reduction of the fat content of bone marrow of adult moose as the 
winter progressed. Fat content of ea.1 n a.dt1l cows ely 
80-90 perc~mt in the winter but was down to 60~70 percent when the 
last s were collected in 

content data fron1 25 r.narro1v 
were lost process The a from those 
listed , are presented in Ta:ble 6, are not 
included in averages of fat content above, 

Our data do not the that ors, 
es wolves, prey upon the disabled and inferior individuals 
of a prey Rather they suggest that prey are taken in 

the sex and age composition of the for 
young of the year. A.s ind::tcated by fat content of bone marrow, there 
appeared to be no difference in the nutritional well-b of adult 
animals killed by wolves and adult animals killed by accident ly, 
In the calf segment of the moose population killed by wolves, 
heal thy animals appeared to predominate. 

The winter of 1971-72 was the most severe ever recorded in terms or 
snowfall and snow accumulation in the Gulkana basin, A total of 88. 6 
tnches of snmv fell Vlith. a maxirrri,1m of 55 inches on the o·n 
1.1arch 17, 1972~ !~orma1 seasonal sno'tA1fa11 is 4-6 inc11es,, These records 
are provided the U. S. Department of Corrrmerce. A snaw accumulation 
of that magnitude es for such a , is knrnqn 
exert a very ibilitat effect on moose This 'Was well 
illustrated the 
Alaska of Fish and Game sca.1e 
diE:~offg ~ were noted. Such severe snow 

the of all moose to the that a1~e 

easy for wolves to kill. It is s·pec·ulate froro 
a genetic or-prey relationsh 

survives the effects of a very 
upon wolves. 

of utilization of moose carcass es \.JOlves 't47as "Very 
animals killed 't:J'olves an.d for t1:1ose fron1 ot-her 
t Cases, ~volve.s revisited 1zi.11s LDJ.ti1 ruc1ner1 C.OnterltS~ 

scrm:: and sorne f1air reraained,, Calf rnoose 
v:rith tl1e.tr soft:er bon.es ~ v1ere 1J.tilized an~d even the bones 
were eaten. utilization of calf moose is shown in . 1. 

rt::suJ.t.a of this st st1gge.st th.at \>:rol·ves can select 
tih er1 cl in--tat i c cor1di t ions ( e ~ g,, 

kJ.llf2d are a 

and 
are the. c-::asiest prey" !"fhese young at a l1i 
rat an. occv.r in. the ion. 

http:st1gge.st


Fig, L Total utilization of a moose calf Klut River 
February 21, 1972. 
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The effects of predation on a healthy population are probab not 
too severe to the adult segment except through direct reduction of those 
animals ki11edo The immediate effects of such a rate of predation in 
conjunction with extreme wtnter is a severe depletion of that year's age 
class. If such a rate of predation should conti.nue, as tt well might in 
view of the rather abundant wolf population} the effect would be a 
serious reduction of the annual calf crop result in low annual 
recruitment to that population, With the moose and caribou populations 
in th:Ls area now experiencing downward trends for a variety of reasons 
it i.s very possible that wolf predation can lessen recruitment to the 
point that these populations will continue to decline, This conceivably 
could continue until food becomes critical for the wolves, at which time 
their own population control factors would bring about a reduction in 
wolf numbers, 'Yhe classic predator-prey hypothesis of predatory selec
tion of poor quality animals probably holds true in a "normal" situation 
but probab does not in times of extreme conditions when all segments 
of the po ion are under stress, 

Miscellaneous Observations----- "-----·

- During the course of this s , it was 
tmperat.lve to determine the cause of death of animals examined to gain 
a true picture of the cond:ltion of wolf-killed animals, Several criteria 
werp d1~veloped dur this study upon which it was usually possible to 
ass1gn the actual cause of death to each dead game animal that was 
eneounteredo 

Wolf~ldll sites are quite characteristic, are in an 
open area, such as a frozen lake or stream or a small opening in the 
woods. If the kill is only a day or so old, circumstances of the kill 

ly be constructed from the tracks in the snow. There are 
considerable signs of struggle~ with bits of hair, blood and 

often rumen contents strewn over a wide area. wolf tracks, 
indicating extreme excitement on the part of the wolves, are usually 
present. There will typically be several wolf trails radiating from the 
kill, often on a prominence where the wolves rest after feeding. 
After on a fresh carcass, wolves "preen" themselves by wallowing 
in the snow near the kill site. After a few days scavenging birds, 
es ally ravens and eagles; smaller carnivores (fox, coyotes and 
wolverines) and repeated vis its of the wolf usually obliterate the 
tracks at a kill si.te. 

of very recent kills reveals that wolves kill large 
animals, moose, by attacking their rear and flanks 
as the animals are s or running ee also Mech, 1970 and Burkholder, 
1959). The hair around the calcanei typically is saturated with blood 
on a large animal killed in this manner. The lower hind legs are usually 
the last portion of a carcass to be eaten or removed wolves so skeletal 
remains which have a blood soaked calcaneus are evidence of a wolf 
kill. Such a blood soaked leg is recognizable for several weeks after 
death of the an::Lmal, Skeletal remains with reasonable fat reserves in 
the bone marrow indicate that the an:i.mal did not die of malnutrition. 
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Fig. 2. Adult moose killed by wolves. Note that animal is on side and 
that legs are stretched out straight. Klutina River. 
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. 3. Winter-killed moose calf in position, Mile 
126 Richardson Highway, March, 19 72, 
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Fig. 4. Scavenged remains of calf moose dead from starvation showing 
folded rear legs, Tazlina River, 
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food habits, but the time spent af:leld collect data on wolves 
some :lnteres t observations were made, 

In the s of 19 71, caribou hunters the Nabesna road found 
the remains of a river otter (Lut::Y'a conaden13es) which had been eaten by 
wolves, I examlned the remains of the otter skull for positive 
identif:l.cation, It is not known if the otter was ed by the wolves 
but, since it had not been skinned, it seems probable that the otter was 
not kHled humans, 

Snowshoe ions were moderate to dense 
during the s wolves on the Gulkana River, on 

1, 1972, I landed at the site of concentrated wolf act centered 
in a dense stand of spruce, in which I assumed I would find a moose 
carcas . A careful search revealed only wolf and hare tracks, the remains 

feet) of two hares and three deposits of wolf vomitus containing 
hair. It that this concentrated wolf act was 

the result of intensive hare hunting. Several additional areas 
of concentrated wolf activity were later observed at which no mammal 
kill was These were concluded to be areas where wolves had 
engaged in hun for snowshoe hares, 

On 26, 1972, a recently vacated wolf rearing den was visited 
on Mt,, Drum, in the Wrangell Mountains. Approximately 200 pup scats 
were collected, These have not been analyzed yet but the only fresh 
rema1.ns of prey species present at the den site were numerous remnants 
of snowshoe hares. Hind feet, which apparently are not eaten, were the 
most often encountered remains. 

Cannibalism by wolves is often reported and I know of one instance 
of that happening. A female wolf was trapped in the spring of 1971 by 
Frank Zimbicki in the Crosswind Lake area. The animal was about half 
eaten other wolveso It is not known if the animal was eaten 
members of her own 

On 27, 1972; w-h.ile snowshoeing to a wolf-killed moose on the 
Gakona Rlver, I found the frozen body of a gray wolf curled up under a 
cottomvood tree, When the carcass was thawed and sklnned, it was noted 
that the wolf had been severely attacked at the throat and rear quarters 

alive, as evidenced hematoma) by other wolves. There were 
holes in the throat alone. 1'wo 00-buckshot 

aerial gunner, were loca.ted in the an1mal's body. 
attempts at feeding on the carcass by wolves 

even tho animal had obviously been killed by wolves" 

In the s of 1970 ~ a female Labrador dog was killed and eaten 
a of wolves while she was chained near a residence at Slana, 

Alaska, At a location where a had shot one of his dogs, I found 
where a of wolves had fed upon the frozen blood of the dog but the 
carcass r1ot eat: en,, 

Du the severe winter of 1971-72, several bison in the Copper 
River herd succumbed to starvat ion" These bison carcasses 
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were intact when first observed, but on subsequent visits I watched as 
the carcasses were ultimately totally utilized, primarily by wolves. 

On two occasions during early winter wolf tracks were examined on 
Klutina Lake where it was determined that the wolves had been digging up 
and feeding on the frozen carcasses of spawned-out red salmon (Oncorhynchus 
nerka). On April 7, 1971, wolves were observed feeding on frozen red 
salmon carcasses on Fish Lake at the headwaters of the Gulkana River by 
Kenneth Roberson, Commercial Fisheries biologist. I have also observed 
and photographed wolves digging at muskrat (Ondatra zibethiaa) houses or 
"pop-ups" on frozen lakes in the Gulkana River drainage. 

These miscellaneous observations on feeding indicate that wolves 
are opportunistic in their feeding habits and apparently will eat just 
about any animal matter they encounter. 

Wolf pelts and wolf hunting continue to command a high degree of 
human interest. The requirement that all wolves killed in Alaska be 
presented to Alaska Department of Fish and Game personnel for sealing 
was inaugurated effective July 22, 1971. The information gathered through 
that program for Unit 13 is summarized in Table 7. 

Wolf Coloration 

As previously noted (Stephenson and Johnson, 1971), wolf coloration 
should be monitored because the ratio of dark to light colored individuals 
might be an indicator of the wolf population trend. Insufficient obser
vations were made by Alaska Department of Fish and Game personnel to 
provide a reliable sample. Of the 111 wolves taken from Unit 13 and 
presented to Alaska Department of Fish and Game for examination and seal
ing the black:gray ratio was 25:100. The lower number of black animals 
in the harvest as compared to 1971 might support the suspected reduced 
wolf population (see page 44) but might also be a matter of hunter 
selectivity as the pelt of gray wolves commands a higher price on the 
fur market. 

RECOMMENDATIONS (SOUTHCENTRAL STUDIES) 

Investigations of surmner food habits should be continued. 

Studies of denning ecology should continue in Southcentral when 
more den locations become known. 

Additional data on the characteristics and condition of ungulate 
prey should be gathered on a year-to-year basis. The status and 
productivity of the Southcentral wolf population should continue to be 
monitored. The relationship between wolves and prey should receive 
intensive investigation, part:l.cularly now that the populations of the 
major prey species, moose and caribou, are considerably below what they 
have been in recent years. 
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Table 7. Wolf harvest, Unit 13, 1971-72. 

Ma] es - 61 Females - 45 Unknown - 5 Total - 111 

Chronology by Month 

Month Number Percent Month Number Percent 

September 4 3.6 February 31 27.9 

October 4 3.6 March 24 21. 6 

November 2 1. 8 April 22 19. 8 

December 7 6.3 Unknown 0 o.o 

January 17 15.3 
TOTAL 111 99.9 

Method of Take Number Percent 

Ground shooting 22 19 .8 

Trapping 41 36.9 

Snaring 2 1. 8 

Aerial shooting 46 41.4 

TOTAL 111 99.9 
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(SOUTHCENTRAL STUDIES) 
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